
The Goettingen Relascope is a simple and useful gauge 

consisting of a metal plate with a string of 50 cm length. The 

instrument has sights for three different Relascope Factors ( ), RF

which are used in certain forest stands: 

     for small-sized timber (10-30cm DBH*)RF 1

     for medium size timber (30-60cm DBH*)RF 2

     for large sized timber stands (trees with DBH >60cm*)RF 4

*diameter at breast height 

Before starting, find a suitable position (sample point), 

where you can observe the surrounding trees easily and 

keep a sufficient distance from the edge of the forest. Hold 

the knot of the string next to the eye with one hand, the 

metal plate in the other hand with outstretched arm and 

hold the string tight. Aim through the sight of a selected 

RF at every stems breast height (DBH 1.3m).

If the outer edges of the stem are visible besides the metal edges of the sight, the tree is a 

sample tree and counts as . If the edges of the plate are wider than the sides of the  one

tree, none tree is 

counted. Continue 

by turning 

clockwise until you 

have completed a 

360 degree 

rotation around the 

plot center and 

sum up all sample 

trees.
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Supported by

The is a function of the angle and the number of stems, which are wider than basal area 

the angle opening. The opening creates an angle where every counted tree corresponds to 
21 m  basal area per ha by using the RF . Trees, which are smaller at DBH than the RF 1

and understory ones are not counted. If RF  or RF  are used, the number of trees must 2 4

be multiplied with the corresponding Relascope Factor. 

Number of counted trees x Relascope factor (RF) =  
2Basal area m  / ha

Example:  10 trees   = counted x Relascope Factor   4 240 m  / ha  

Boundary Trees: Sometimes trees seem to have about the same width as the 

plate sight of a certain Relascope Factor, so it might be not clear, if this tree is 

to count or not. To avoid time consuming detailed control measurements, it is 

recommended to count only every second boundary tree as one or give each 

one a score of 0.5.

Hidden Trees: Sometimes trees are fully or partly hidden by other trees. 

In such cases the surveyor should move one step aside from the plot center to be able to 

aim at breast height of these trees and afterwards moving back to the center.

Hillsides: The calculated basal area per hectare has to be 

corrected with the coefficient  ( =1/cos   ) – see table on the k k

Relascope. The angle of the slope can be measured with a 

clinometer.

  α 

α
k

Example:   Angle ( ) = 20         k = 1.06 α

40 m /ha ( Basal area) x 1.06 (k) =  2 42.4 m2 / ha  

 
Number of sample points: The more the forest stand is inhomogeneous, the more sample 

plots should be selected! In homogeneous stocked forest stands, it is recommended to 

select at least 3 sample points per hectare with a minimum distance of 50m to each 

sample point. 

Separation by tree species and tree layers: By separating the 

counted trees according to their species, tree species 

composition ratios can be calculated. Furthermore, a separate 

count of unique tree layers in a forest stand improves the overall 

data interpretation e.g. for upper, medium layer etc.
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